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Abstract
Spin chirality has generated great interest recently both from possi-
ble applications to flux phases and intrinsically, as an example of a
several-site magnetic order parameter that can be long-ranged even
where simpler order parameters are not. Previous work (motivated by
the flux phases) has focused on antiferromagnetic chiral order; we con-
struct a model in which the chirality orders ferromagnetically and in-
vestigate the model’s behavior as a function of spin. Enlisting the aid
of exact diagonalization, spin-waves, perturbation theory, and mean
fields, we conclude that the model likely has long-ranged chiral order
for spins 1 and greater and no non-trivial chiral order for spin 1/2.
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Chirality, a Simple Model, and its Classical Ground State
Among the flood of theories that has issued from the discovery eight years ago of a new
class of superconductors, several concern themselves with a competition between antiferro-
magnetic and chiral order.1 These efforts have focused on antiferromagnetic Hamiltonians,
often involving frustration. We examine a different way of arriving at chiral order, one using
Heisenberg-squared bonds (Si · Sj)2 (which, for spin greater than 1/2, cannot be reduced to
Heisenberg terms).2
Given spins i, j, and k forming the vertices of a triangle (in figure 1, half a square of a
square lattice), we define the (pseudoscalar) chiral order parameter as
χijk = Si · (Sj × Sk) . (1)
Figure 1. The geometry of the problem: right-, left-, up-, down-, outward- (⊙), and
inward-pointing (⊗) arrows give one classical ground state (others are related by global
spin rotation and chirality flip). The lines indicate Heisenberg-squared (Si · Sj)2 bonds;
the antiferromagnetic bonds between opposite-pointing spins are not shown. The sublattice
pictured here with spins pointing into or out of the page we call “even” or sublattice 0;
sublattices 1, with spins pointing left or right, and 2, up and down, we call “odd.” The
dotted lines highlight a ground-state unit cell. One example of the plaquettes on which we
define chirality is shaded in the lower-right corner.
1 See e.g. Wen, Wilczek, and Zee, 1989; Baskaran, 1989; Gooding, 1990; Marston and
Zeng, 1991; Korshunov, 1993; Masui and Betts, 1993; and references contained therein.
2 We note an interest in this “biquadratic” exchange (so called for its second-quantized
expression) independent of any resultant chirality: Anderson (1963) (page 168); Harris and
Owen (1963); Takhtajan (1982); Affleck et al. (1987); Mitra and Chakraborty (1994).
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We can consider the spin S either a quantum spin-s or a classical (vector) object; the
latter is equivalent to the limit s → ∞. We will begin with classical spins, constructing
interactions in such manner as to ensure a long-range-ordered chiral ground state, then
investigate the quantum behavior of the resulting model as we lower the spin from ∞ to
1/2. Understanding the ground state as a function of spin may later prove useful in more
realistic models.3
For convenience, we use a square lattice. There are two translationally-related ways of
drawing diagonals across squares to split the lattice into triangular plaquettes while preserv-
ing the point group of the whole lattice. We will construct a Hamiltonian such that χ on
the triangles outlined in figure 1 takes its maximal absolute value, while on the triangles
formed by drawing diagonals the other way it has zero value. We note that this will re-
sult in chiral-ferromagnetic order, in that χ has the same sign everywhere on the lattice, as
opposed to the chiral-antiferromagnetism considered in the references listed in footnote 1.
(Antiferromagnetic chirality is motivated in part by an analogy to the flux phase of Marston
and Affleck, 1989, in which a gauge field living on the bonds of a square lattice induces a
staggered magnetic-like field on the square plaquettes. A ferromagnetic chirality, in con-
trast, would correspond to a gauge field that cancels everywhere in the interior, leaving a
net circulation around the outside of a sample.)
Viewed as classical vectors, the spins on the vertices of a triangle maximize the absolute
value of χ for that triangular plaquette when they are mutually perpendicular: we therefore
begin with a Heisenberg-squared term (Si ·Sj)2 for all neighboring sites i, j and those pairs of
next-neighbor sites joined by diagonals in figure 1. By itself, however, this would yield local
chiral plaquettes with no correlation in sign between one plaquette and its neighbors. To
enforce such correlation, it suffices to add antiferromagnetic bonds linking those nearest spins
that we wish (see figure 1) to align antiferromagnetically: specifically, we add next-neighbor
antiferromagnetic bonds across the square diagonals that do not already have Heisenberg-
squared bonds and between “odd” third-neighbor pairs, where we define as odd those sites
in figure 1 from which emanate eight rays against the four at each even site. To maintain
3 As an example, URu2 Si2 has a large specific-heat jump at a presumably magnetic tran-
sition, yet almost no antiferromagnetic ordering, a discrepancy Gor’kov and Sokol (1992)
and Agterberg and Walker (1994) explain with chiral order parameters.
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the two kinds of terms, those quartic in spin and those quadratic, equal in strength for all
values of spin, we divide each term by spin to the appropriate power:
H = Js−4
∑
Heisenberg2 i, j
(Si · Sj)2 + s−2
∑
anti-ferro. i, j
Si · Sj . (2)
With this Hamiltonian, one easily confirms the classical ground state of figure 1, up to a
global spin rotation and the global sign of chirality (plus or minus).
The parameter J controls the relative importance of the quartic and quadratic terms.
For classical spins, the ground state is the same for any positive value. With the Heisenberg-
squared bonds turned off, J → 0, the problem splits into three entirely independent antifer-
romagnetic square sublattices.
The chirality, (1), is a pseudoscalar, and the Hamiltonian locally encourages it to take
its full value, either positive or negative. In this sense, it more closely resembles an Ising
than a vector spin: even as long-wavelength twisting modes might cause spin-spin correlations
within each antiferromagnetic sublattice to decay exponentially with distance, the individual
sublattices could remain locally mutually perpendicular, preserving the sign and strength of
the chirality to a higher temperature. We therefore expect that chiral order will be more
robust than spin order unless quantum-mechanical peculiarities at small spin favor another
phase.
At zero temperature, the antiferromagnetic bonds alone (J = 0) suffice to order the
ground state in a trivial way: with the three decoupled sublattices (left-right, up-down, in-
out in figure 1) free to assume any relative orientation, long-range antiferromagnetic order on
each will correlate χ at one plaquette with χ on any plaquette arbitrarily far away. As we shall
demonstrate, however, thermal fluctuations destroy this freedom (“order from disorder”4)
and with it, for spin-1/2, the chirality. For spins 1 and higher, the same fluctuations instead
favor chiral order. In the zero-temperature diagonalizations to follow, we shall search for
evidence of ordering 1. in excess of the trivial order and 2. for J & 1, away from where we
expect the trivial mechanism to operate.
Exact Diagonalization of Small Clusters
The classical (s = ∞) ground state is fixed, by our construction. We examine in three
4 Villain, 1979, Villain et al. 1980, Henley 1989.
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ways the question of what happens as s is lowered to more physical values: first by exactly
diagonalizing the problem for small numbers of sites, then in a spin-wave (“1/s”) calculation,
and finally by considering related problems motivated by lingering doubts on the fate of spin
one-half.
We impose periodic boundary conditions. While there are only two inequivalent sites
in the Hamiltonian, the classical ground state (see figure 1) has a unit cell of eight; we
would expect (and indeed verify) that any classically frustrated cluster (for instance, one
with other than a multiple of eight sites) would have depressed chiral order. Because the
size of the Hilbert space grows exponentially with the number of sites and very fast with
the spin as well, we cannot examine with exact diagonalization clusters as large we might
wish. Without loss of generality, we limit our diagonalization to the space with zero total
spin projected along the zˆ axis (Sztotal =
∑
sites i S
z
i = 0). We furthermore assume the non-
degeneracy of the ground state, so that we may limit our attention to momenta 0 and pi
along the two spatial directions.5 While in principle we could further reduce the size of the
space by restricting ourselves to the total spin-zero sector (Stotal = 0), employing the valence-
bond (singlet) basis (Ramasesha and Soos, 1984; Chang et al., 1989), its non-orthogonality
makes it impractical for calculating eigenvectors or correlation functions.6 Once a basis with
the proper symmetry has been constructed (following the usual procedure of summing with
proper phases the states in the symmetry element’s orbit), it is straightforward to find the
5 This assumption holds for clusters small enough that we could vary momentum.
6 The aforementioned valence-bond basis works well for some one-dimensional problems
with local (nearest or at worst second- or third-neighbor) interactions. However, to evaluate
two-dimensional interactions requires either an expansion of the operators (see Ramasesha
and Soos) or the application of a diagram-untangling rule. The latter is more efficient but
still results in the generation of a large number of diagrams that must be contracted. More
significantly, the non-orthogonality of the valence-bond basis converts the eigenproblem into
the diagonalization of a non-Hermitian matrix, precluding the use of the Lanczos algo-
rithm. (Existing non-symmetric Lanczos algorithms do not work well, while orthogonalizing
the basis would prove as expensive as diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, as well as destroying
sparseness.) Once the ground-state wavefunction has been found, nonorthogonality makes
the evaluation of observable operators an order-n2 operation (n the basis size), destroying
the advantage of shrinking the Hilbert space. The difficulties become worse with larger spin:
the generalized basis described by Chang et al. (1989), while appropriate for calculating
energies, is unsuitable for the evaluation of expectation values and must first be expanded.
The number of expansion steps grows exponentially with the number of sites and so is not
practical.
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8
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Figure 2. Exact diagonalization: we use clusters of 8, 16, and 24 spins, for which we show
classical ground states. For purposes of comparison, we also use an additional eight-site
cluster frustrated by periodic boundary conditions.
ground state with the Lanczos method.
For unfrustrated 8-, 16-, and 24-site spin-1/2 clusters (figure 2), and for a range of spins
and ratios J of the two bond strengths, we calculated the chirality-chirality correlations at
the largest separations possible, with the results shown in figure 3. The spin-1/2 clusters (two
bottom traces) show their largest correlation, still less than 15% of the maximum attainable
by three spins one-half, for negative J . This value lies barely above the J = 0 correlation of
0.1361 (16 spins) of entirely uncoupled spin-1/2 sublattices. Since the actual peak ordering
occurs for J <0 and does not rise substantially above the “trivial” ordering value, we conclude
that spin-1/2 has no non-trivial chiral ordering.7
As J increases, the correlations fall, dropping abruptly to zero at .93 (for 16 spins, or
.89 for 24), coincident with a partial ferromagnetic transition. While for the non-zero part
of the curve the ground state forms a spin singlet, in an intermediate regime (J = about
.93–1 for 16 spins, .89–1 for 24), the cluster carries spin one less than ferromagnetic, spin 7
7 For uncorrelated but ordered classical sublattices, averaging over relative angles gives√
χχ =
√
2/9 ≈ 47%. Quantum fluctuations reduce this to .1113 (normalized) in spin-
wave theory for spins 1/2, close to the .1361 quoted above and calculated for the actual
antiferromagnetic correlations measured in the cluster. We shall later provide evidence that
in the small-J regime that has the “trivial” order, thermal fluctuations will destroy it.
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Figure 3. Exact diagonalizations varying the ratio J of the two bond strengths for spins 1/2,
1, and 3/2: we plot the square root of normalized chirality-chirality correlation as a function of
J . Unity on the vertical axis represents the maximum eigenvalue of χ(123). The two lowest
plots (solid lines), showing less than 15% maximum chirality, are for spin 1/2. Note that the
maximum occurs below J = 0: in other words, without the benefit of Heisenberg-squared
coupling. This level of chirality is expected for uncorrelated antiferromagnetic lattices and
should be subtracted (see footnote 7). The lower of the two solid traces is for 24 spins
(it dips once at J = .5, where a ferromagnetic state is exactly degenerate) and a distance
of 10/3, the largest possible in the cluster. The upper spin-1/2 trace is for 16 sites and a
distance of 2
√
2. These curves drop suddenly to zero correlation at J = .89 (24 sites) or .93
(16 sites), corresponding to a partial ferromagnetic transition. The ground state becomes
fully ferromagnetic around 1.0. The next trace up (dotted line) is for 16 spin-1 sites; it
peaks around J = 1, where it shows nearly half again as much chiral order as when zero
J decouples the sublattices. Note that the order falls continuously to zero as J approaches
about 6; there is no ferromagnetic transition for J as large as 100. We take this curve as
evidence of at least short-range order, possibly long-ranged. The top curve (dashed) shows
the chirality correlation at a distance of 2 for spin-3/2 on an eight-site cluster.
The J corresponding to the peak correlation shifts higher with larger spin, as indicated
in the lower inset for spins up to 3. Countering this trend, however, the curves become
increasingly flat. As shown by the crosses (×) in the upper inset, for spins greater than 1/2,
the correlation at J=1 appears to saturate near to the maximum for each spin. Conversely,
the fraction of peak correlation realized with the Heisenberg-squared coupling turned off
(J = 0, ©) starts close to unity for spin-1/2 but quickly drops to a level compatible with
random orientations. Since the classical problem (spin→∞) would have full correlation for
all J > 0 but only 47% correlation for J =0 (see footnote 7), we take this inset as evidence
for a possible order-disorder transition between spin-1 and spin-1/2.
for 16 sites or 11 for 24. Above J = 1, both clusters become fully ferromagnetic. It is not
surprising that the Hamiltonian should behave differently for spin 1/2 than classically, for
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the Heisenberg-squared term (Si · Sj)2 reduces in the former case to a simple ferromagnetic
interaction, 316− 12Si ·Sj . Even at the value of J for which the correlation reaches a maximum,
extrapolation of the correlation as a function of distance (figure 4) is compatible with no
more than the trivial chirality correlations expected for essentially decoupled lattices.
Figure 4. Distance dependence of chirality correlations for spins 1/2 (upper row) and
1 (lower). The vertical axes are normalized as in figure 3. Least-squares fits to c0 +
γ exp(−x/ξ), x the distance, were inconclusive for the 16-site clusters. (The root-mean-
square variances were larger than the fitting parameters.) However, from (b) we see 24
already approaching an asymptotic correlation c0 = 0.10 ± .04, compatible with the pre-
dicted 0.1113 (footnote 7), and rapidly, with a coherence length ξ = .8 ± .4 equal to or
smaller than a lattice spacing. Each case (a)–(c) fixes J at its peak value from figure 3.
In (d) we plot the correlation for a frustrated spin-1 cluster. Note the smaller absolute
correlations as well as the greater scatter.
For spin 1, we found in the 16-site cluster no ferromagnetic transition for any value of
J up through 100. Instead of dropping suddenly, the chirality-chirality correlation in figure
3 falls continuously to zero as J approaches about 6. While we cannot, as for spin 1/2, write
the quartic term as purely ferromagnetic, it can be written simply as the sum of a constant,
a ferromagnetic piece, and a site-interchange operator, (1−Si ·Sj +Xij).8 We interpret the
8 Alternatively, one can write the quartic interaction between quantum spin-1 coherent
states (ground-state eigenvectors of operators −S · nˆ(θ, φ) for some nˆ on the unit sphere) as
the sum of again a ferromagnetic piece, a constant, and a Heisenberg-squared term favoring
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Figure 5. Exact diagonalization and spin-wave theory for J=1. The middle trace, marked
with squares and labeled “unfrustrated,” plots
√
χ(0)χ(2), normalized to its maximum pos-
sible value, on the eight-site cluster as a function of spin (2 is as far away as two plaquettes
get on this cluster; results for
√
2 do not differ markedly). Above it (solid line), we plot χ
from spin-wave theory. The close agreement of the two bolsters our confidence in the results
to some extent. Below these two lines, we plot
√
χ(0)χ(
√
2) on the frustrated eight-site
cluster.
falling order as a ferromagnetic tendency that still carries some weight at spin 1 but vanishes
in the limit of infinite spin.
Figure 5 displays the spin dependence of the largest-distance chirality-correlation func-
tion achievable on the unfrustrated eight-site geometry for spins between 1/2 and 9/2; all
correlations are shown normalized to the largest quantum-mechanically possible value for χ
on three sites, and J is fixed at 1. For comparison, we also show the results of the spin-
wave calculation for the correlation at infinite separation, while contrasting the normalized
chirality-chirality correlation for a frustrated geometry in which even the classical system
cannot have full chiral order on every plaquette.
These results cannot be considered conclusive, given the small cluster sizes and the
inability (with so few sizes from which to choose) to apply finite-size scaling. However, they
chirality: 〈(S0 ·S1)2〉 = −(1/2) cosψ+5/4+ (1/4) cos2 ψ, with ψ the relative angle between
the two coherent states.
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at least support the suspicion that the system might have non-trivial long-range order9 for
spins greater than 1/2.
Spin-wave calculation
Spin-wave theory (for a review, see Manousakis, 1991) assumes a ground state close to
the classical state, with dynamical variables, supposed small, indicating deviations. The
theory constitutes an expansion in these small, dimensionless variables divided by the spin,
which we wish to vary. As such, it cannot say anything about the properties of a system
in a regime where the assumed ground state fails to approximate the true state, but it does
give a rough idea of where the failure occurs, in our case the approximate spin value below
which the classical chiral ground state is no longer an appropriate starting point.
We diagonalize not in the traditional Holstein-Primakov Bose operators but in a more
convenient linear combination of them. Our methods, while not differing in spirit from usual
treatments, may be of use to others, so we outline them in the appendix.
As figure 5 shows, the spin-wave results agree fairly closely with the finite-size numerical
correlations. The two calculations measure somewhat different objects. The diagonalization
looked at 〈χ(0)χ(r)〉 for as large an r as could fit in a cluster. It could not directly measure
the “chiral polarization” 〈χ(0)〉, since there is nothing to break the symmetry of positive
and negative chirality. The spin-wave calculation, in contrast, breaks that symmetry from
the outset and asks how large the deviation is: it does measure10 〈χ(0)〉. A deviation from
order calculated by the spin waves greater than the maximum value of the order itself would
indicate the breakdown of spin-wave theory and probably the loss of long-range order. The
figure shows the chirality for J = 1 in all cases greater than zero, although down at spin 1/2
the deviation from full chirality is more than half.
The actual value s of spin enters into spin-wave theory only in determining when the
theory breaks down (viz., when the deviations grow larger than the maximum χ); the system
9 That is, larger than the zero-temperature ordering of uncorrelated sublattices, in a regime
of J ’s for which the trivial mechanism should fail to operate.
10 The chiral-chiral correlation in the spin-wave theory for this problem, 〈χ(0)χ(r)〉, is
essentially the square of this, approximately independent of r. In other words, the deviation-
deviation correlation is negligible. This is confirmed by looking at the deviation ∆χ(k) as a
function of wavenumber k: it is nearly flat, giving a deviation correlation sharply peaked at
0 in real space.
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can’t know about the quantum-mechanical ferromagnetic tendency of (Si·Sj)2 at small spins.
Thus we would expect the spin-wave calculation to underestimate the deviations for s = 1/2.
Is the order long-ranged?
The spin-wave theory of figure 5 fails to find any value of spin for which fluctuations
completely destroy chiral order, although at spin 1/2 most of the order has been eroded.
Considering the uncertainties (see the appendix) of extending spin-wave theory to spin 1/2,
and the lack of order at J & 1 in the diagonalizations, we may well believe that the spin-1/2
system is not ordered in this regime.
For spin 1, it is easier to come to a conclusion. While figures 4c and 4a suggest a greater
extrapolated order for spin 1 than for spin 1/2, as well as a longer decay length, the statistics
do not permit a clear interpretation. However, the unambiguously ordered prediction of spin-
wave theory, combined with reasonably close quantitative agreement of the two calculations,
suggests that spin 1 is ordered. Since the peak ordering occurs at J = 1 we can be confident
the effect is not caused by fluctuations of uncoupled lattices, as with spin 1/2. (We shall
estimate that the lattices should couple for J & 0.5 or even for smaller J .) We believe that
higher spins are ordered as well.
The Ising-like character of the chiral order parameter further bolsters the conclusion.
Except in the identified ferromagnetic state found for large enough J when spin is 1/2, we see
in the exact diagonalization antiferromagnetic order on the antiferromagnetically-coupled
sublattices. Since we expect Ising-like order to be at least as robust as spin order, we would
have to be surprised by the absence of the former in the presence of the latter. Only when
spin is 1/2 do we find a transition to a competing magnetic state, which then destroys chirality.
No non-trivial long-range order for spin-1/2
We consider another approach to the question of spin 1/2 in the troublesome regime of
smaller J , where lattice decoupling appeared to induce the “trivial” ordering of footnote
7. (For larger J , a ferromagnetic transition killed even that kind of ordering.) We will
present evidence that any infinitesimal temperature should destroy chiral ordering for spin
1/2. This is a stronger statement than the analogous assertion for magnetic ordering in
the Heisenberg model for two reasons: chirality has an Ising-like rather than a continuous
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symmetry, so the Mermin-Wagner theorem does not apply; furthermore, we shall find that
infinitesimal temperature kills even the local chirality on individual plaquettes, not just
chirality correlation.
Restricted to spins 1/2, the Hamiltonian becomes (up to a constant)
H = 4
∑
anti-ferro. i, j
Si · Sj − 8J
∑
Heisenberg2 i, j
Si · Sj , (3)
the classically frustrated behavior of which we may scrutinize for hints about the quantum
system. One cannot always hope to guess the correct ground state for a frustrated classical
system, so we used a straightforward numerical minimization procedure on finite clusters of
classical spins with periodic boundary conditions (open boundaries produced spurious chiral
phases).
Equation (3) follows from (2) by an operator identity, not by an approximation. The
approximation consists in treating the spins in (3) classically.11 Letting the classical spins
have unit length (instead of length 1/2), we divide the coefficients in (3) by four.
Numerically minimizing the energy of the configuration with respect to the angles of the
classical spins, we find three regimes of J . Without ferromagnetic bonds (J = 0), the system
consists of three antiferromagnetic lattices with undetermined relative angles, a degeneracy
that persists up through a J of approximately 0.5, when states with mixed chiral order
(possibly long ranged) take over: these states differ from the ferromagnetic chirality we
saw at higher spins in alternating positive, negative, and zero values on adjacent plaquettes.
Similarly, the ferromagnetic state that prevails at infinite J (turning off the antiferromagnetic
bonds) appears to be stable against canting deformations (at zero temperature) down to a
J of around 0.97, in remarkable agreement with the diagonalizations of figure 3.
These classical results suggest no chiral order of the sort we seek, but we can go a little
further by examining the effects of quantum fluctuations on the undetermined ground state
we found for small J . Before addressing quantum fluctuations directly, however, we will look
at their classical relatives, thermal fluctuations.
11 This treatment is identical to a variational calculation in the subspace of spin-1/2 co-
herent-state products (see footnote 8).
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low-temperature expansion
In the regime 0 < J . 0.5, where the classical model found a degenerate ground state,
we wish to examine whether fluctuations will favor one relative sublattice orientation over
the others. The classical theory of multiple phase transitions begins with a low-temperature
expansion (Domb, 1960, Fisher and Selke, 1981), which will serve as an inspiration for our
rather simpler purposes. Non-zero temperature will induce low-energy excitations, which we
may view either as long-wavelength twists in the antiferromagnetic lattices or as very small
deviations, tips, of isolated spins (in an Ising model, these would be “flips” costing a discrete
energy; see Fisher and Selke, 1981). Because of the analogy to the Ising model, we present
the calculation from the second viewpoint, although we have arrived at the same result the
first way, too.
A single isolated tipped spin will not prefer any relative lattice orientation, since each
ferromagnetic bond linking the affected spin with a spin in another sublattice is canceled by
an equal bond to a third spin, pointing exactly oppositely, on that other sublattice. When
two neighboring spins on different sublattices tip simultaneously, however, we shall see that
they favor a particular orientation of their two sublattices.
Consider tips of a single spin on the even sublattice (0) (refer to figure 1) and of a
neighboring spin on either of the others, say 1. (One obviously gets the same results for
sublattices 0 and 2 and in fact also for sublattices 1 and 2.) We fix the untipped spins in
sublattice 0 to point in the positive and negative zˆ directions, while sublattice 1 points some
angle θ1 from the zˆ axis toward the ±xˆ direction. See figure 6. If the tipping angles away
from their respective preferred axes are both some small number δ, while the azimuthal
angles relative to the sublattice directions are φ(0) and φ(1), we can add up all the broken
bonds to get a cost for the excitation of
∆E = 4δ2 + 2Jδ2(cos θ1 cosφ
(0) cosφ(1) + sinφ(0) sinφ(1)) , (4)
where we have kept only the leading power of the small tipping angle δ.
The first term represents the cost of one spin tip on each of the two otherwise antiferro-
magnetic lattices; it will serve as an expansion parameter if we can fix δ at some small value.
(Without this approximation, connected tips of arbitrarily many spins by arbitrarily small
δ’s would carry the same weights, something we cannot handle. There is some subtlety in
12
0 01
δ
δ
(untipped)
1
(untipped)
θ1θ1
Figure 6. Low-temperature expansion: we consider two of the three sublattices. Spins
on sublattice 0 point straight up or down (one is shown as “untipped”), while those on
sublattice 1 point an angle θ1 away from the vertical. Thermal fluctuations sometimes cause
two neighboring spins to tip an angle δ away from their equilibrium orientations, indicated
for the two spins on the left by double-arrowed thin lines. Not pictured are the azimuthal
angles φ(0) and φ(1) about these thin lines.
the order in which temperature, δ, and the quantization of azimuthal angles go to zero as
well as in the linked-cluster theorem; see Domb, 1960.)
Given an excitation cost, we add Boltzmann weights from all values of the angles φ(0) and
φ(1) to get a change in the free energy, due to the possibility of such excitations, proportional
to
f(θ1) = −kBT
∫ pi
−pi
dφ(0)
∫ pi
−pi
dφ(1) exp(−β∆E(φ(0), φ(1)))
= −4pi2kBTe−4βδ2I0(α)I0( b
4α
) ,
(5)
where α =
√
(a+ b/2 + γ cos θ1)/2, a = γ cos
2 θ1, b = γ sin
2 θ1, γ = 4β
2J2δ4, and I0 is a
Bessel function of imaginary argument. One verifies numerically or graphically that f(θ1)
has its minima at 0 and pi, meaning that sublattices 0 and 1 prefer, in any infinitesimal
temperature, to be aligned.12 Since the same is true of 0 and 2 and of 1 and 2, every spin
in the problem will point very nearly in plus or minus the same direction, and there will be
no chirality, not even locally.
12 One may numerically integrate out the parameter δ without changing this conclusion.
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treating quantum fluctuations as perturbations
We now replace thermal fluctuations with those due to quantum mechanics, for which
purpose we expand effectively in lattice fluctuations. For antiferromagnetic fluctuations, one
typically writes Si · Sj = Szi Szj + 12λ(S+i S−j + S−i S+j ), where quantum mechanics requires
that λ should equal unity, while λ = 0 is essentially classical.
We shall later see that fluctuations away from the Ne´el state, present in the antiferro-
magnetic sublattices, will order the randomly-oriented lattices. First, however, we consider
fluctuations in the ferromagnetic (spin-1/2-Heisenberg-squared) bonds.
Isolated fluctuating spins in a given sublattice cannot break the degeneracy, but as in
the thermal case, connected fluctuations of neighboring spins on different sublattices can.
Consider sublattice 0 to be quantized in the zˆ direction, while the spins in sublattice 1 are
quantized along an axis an angle θ1 off zˆ. The spins in this second sublattice are in pure
states only if we rotate by θ1 the coordinates we use to describe them: thus for site i in
sublattice 0 and site j in sublattice 1,
S0i · S1j ={
cos θ1S
z
0iS
′z
1j
}
+
λ
2
{
− sin θ1Sz0i[S
′+
1j + S
′−
1j ] + sin θ1[S
+
0i + S
−
0i]S
′z
1j
}
+
λ
4
{
(cos θ1 − 1)[S+0iS
′+
1j + S
−
0iS
′−
1j ] + (cos θ1 + 1)[S
+
0iS
′−
1j + S
−
0iS
′+
1j ]
}
,
(6)
where the primes indicate rotated operators. The first term is just the classical Ising piece.
We have multiplied the remaining “quantum-mechanical” terms by λ.13 Each of the second
set of terms flips a single spin, thereby contributing to the energy shift in second-order
Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation theory. However, each spin acted on by one of the raising
or lowering operators in these terms has one unperturbed neighbor (acted on by Sz0i or
S
′z
1j) pointing up in the appropriate lattice and one neighbor pointing down (here we ignore
antiferromagnetic fluctuations). These sum to zero; therefore none of the terms in the second
set contributes.
13 Setting λ = 1 eliminates the anisotropy essential to this calculation, but as the parameter
is tuned closer to its true quantum mechanical value, one would also have to turn on the
antiferromagnetic fluctuations.
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Each of the terms in the third set of braces contributes (with the same energy denomi-
nator) in second-order perturbation theory; the energy shift is proportional to
−(cos θ1 − 1)2 − (cos θ1 + 1)2 ∝ − cos2 θ1 − const , (7)
which lowers the energy most when θ1 = 0, pi. Quantum fluctuations, therefore, like the
classical thermal ones, predict alignment of the sublattices and hence a lack of chiral ordering
in the regime considered.
A mean-field theory agrees, too
In a similar spirit, consider the four spins shown in figure 7: spins 1 and 2 sit on
one sublattice and are joined by an antiferromagnetic bond, while 3 and 4 sit on another
sublattice and are similarly joined. Ferromagnetic bonds link spins across sublattices, while
a mean field ±12hzˆ keeps 1 and 2 pointing in the ±zˆ directions, while a rotated version of
the same keeps 3 and 4 pointing in the ±(cos θ1zˆ+ sin θ1xˆ) directions. (The 12 comes from
three antiferromagnetic bonds per site not included in figure 7 but contributing through the
mean field). We assume the mean ferromagnetic field is small enough to be ignored, both
because J is small and because the contributions from neighbors will nearly cancel. Treated
classically, this cluster shows no preference for any relative orientation of the sublattices.
Quantum-mechanical fluctuations, however, once again break the degeneracy.
We (or rather our computers) easily diagonalize the four-spin Hamiltonian with the
extra mean-field terms; we then set h equal to the staggered magnetization and iterate until
h converges. For J smaller than about 1.6 (quite a large value), h converges to a non-zero
value not too far from full antiferromagnetic sublattice ordering. Plotting the total energy
as a function of θ1, we again find a roughly sinusoidal dependence, with the minimum at 0
(equivalently pi), confirming that the lattices prefer alignment over chirality.14
This mean-field spin-1/2 result, along with the preceding approximations finding no order
for small J , suggests that the low peaks of the cluster diagonalizations (figure 3) represent
no chiral correlations beyond the random “background” (footnote 7).
14 Insofar as low-order perturbation theory on an infinite lattice may be viewed as a cal-
culation on a small cluster (Gelfand et al., 1990), this mean-field computation, examining
antiferromagnetic fluctuations, complements the previous perturbative expansion in ferro-
magnetic fluctuations.
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Figure 7. Quantum mean-field theory: consider spins 1 and 2 on one sublattice and 3 and 4
on another. The two spins on each sublattice are linked by an antiferromagnetic bond (solid
lines), while spins on opposite lattices are linked ferromagnetically (weakly). To account for
antiferromagnetic bonds to spins external to this diagram, we apply mean fields proportional
to hzˆ and h(cos θ1zˆ+ sin θ1xˆ) on each sublattice, determining the self-consistent value of h
iteratively.
spin > 1 order
We easily repeat the mean-field calculation for all spins 1 through 5/2 on the cluster
of figure 7 with the full Hamiltonian, equation (2), and find, in contrast to the spin-1/2
case, that pairs of sublattices prefer to be mutually perpendicular. (The minimum energy
occurs at a relative orientation of ±pi/2.) This corroborates the conclusions based on the
larger diagonalizations and on spin-wave theory, viz. that spins 1 and higher likely support
long-ranged non-trivial chiral order in our model, while spin-1/2 does not.
If so simple a model as the present, concocted to make chiral ordering easy, fails to
show that order for spins-1/2, we would view cautiously extrapolations of chirality to spin-1/2
electrons in other square-lattice models. On the other hand, spin-chiral order would not
surprise us when electrons combine into spin-1 or higher objects.
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Appendix: linear spin-wave theory
choice of expansion parameters
Classically there are infinitely many ground states, each with a unit cell of eight sites,
all related by simple spin rotations or reflections. Choosing one of these, we construct a
local right-handed coordinate system on each site in which Szi (i marking both the site, 0
through 7, within a unit cell and that cell’s coordinate) gives the component of spin in the
classically-favored direction, with qi ≡ Sxi /s1/2 and pi ≡ Syi /s1/2 presumably relatively small
deviations (s is the spin). We choose the names q and p because in fact these deviations are
approximately conjugate:
[q, p] = iSzi /s = i minus first-order small corrections. (8)
From this approximate correspondence follow the semiclassical (linear spin-wave) equations
of motion,
q˙i ≈
∂H
∂pi
p˙i ≈ −∂H
∂qi
.
(9)
(Alternatively, consider each spin S as a symmetric classical top, fixed at the base and
with center of mass at R, proportional to S. If the mass is vanishingly small [and the
angular velocity infinite, so as to yield angular momentum S], we can ignore nutation.
Taking the torques resulting from all the other spins in the system to act at R, we have
S˙ = −R × ∂H/∂R = −S × ∂H/∂S, from which we get (9) with exact equality, within this
classical approximation.)
Armed with first-order expressions for the x and y components of spin, we can define
the linear approximation to the z component as having the form
Szi = s
′ − 1
2s′′
(Sxi
2 + Syi
2
) . (10)
While it would be tempting to fix the constants s and s′ by the requirement
S2 = Sx2 + Sy2 + Sz2 = s(s+ 1) , (11)
the resulting substitution disagrees with conventional spin-wave theory at small spin (they
agree of course in the limit of large s). The discrepancy apparently arises in the choice of
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which constraints to impose exactly and which only to leading order in the perturbations.
Holstein-Primakov satisfies all the important constraints simultaneously; we therefore relate
our q and p to the operators of conventional spin-wave theory.
The usual Holstein-Primakov spin-wave treatment identifies the spin operators S− and
S+ approximately with Bose creation and annihilation operators a† and a, making the
deviation from full magnetization (Sz = s) look like a Bose excitation, called a magnon. So
long as the magnon-number operator a†a is small compared to the Sz quantum number, the
approximation is good. Of course, the Bose excitation spectrum is unbounded above, while
enough applications of S− to any state will annihilate it. There are therefore corrections to
the linear theory of quadratic order in the magnon number. Specifically (see Manousakis,
1991),
S+i =
√
2s(1− a†iai )1/2ai =
√
2s(1− 1
2
a†iai + . . . .)ai . (12)
Inserting the resulting expressions for Sx and Sy into the form (10) (discarding pieces of
order (a†a)2/s) results in the identification
s′ = s′′ = s+ 1/2 ; (13)
this choice guarantees that our linear spin-wave theory reproduces the usual results for the
antiferromagnet. (We note that Mattis, 1988, equation 5.9, assigns s′ = s+ 1/2 but s′′ = s.
In contrast, equation (11) implies the assignment s′ = s′′ =
√
s(s+ 1), which however poorly
approximates the known magnetization in the s→ 1/2 extrapolation.)
We use q and p instead of a† and a because of the relative simplicity of expansions of
the quartic terms in the Hamiltonian (2).
solving the classical problem
We truncate the Hamiltonian at terms quadratic in the operators pi and qi; equation (9)
then describes a classical, harmonic problem. Consider all the p’s and q’s in a single unit
cell (say r), putting them together in the vector
σ
T
r = (qr,0 qr,1 . . . qr,7 pr,0 . . . pr,7) , (14)
where T indicates transposition, and the notation in the subscripts now separates the cell
position and the index (0–7) within the unit cell. We assume a spin-wave mode k with
σr,i = Real (σi(k) exp(ik · r− iω(k)t)) (15)
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(t is time), giving the eigenvalue equation
ω(k)σ(k) = T(k)σ(k) , (16)
where the non-Hermitian matrix T can be determined directly from (9) and (15) but in fact
is also related to the quadratic form M of the Hamiltonian,
H = constant +
∑
k
σ
†(k)M(k)σ(k) , (17)
by
T(k) = 2iAM(k) ; (18)
here A is the 16× 16 matrix (see Goldstein, p.347)
A =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. (19)
Once we know the eigenvectors of T,15 we can normalize them so that each contains
energy ω/4 (since every independent mode corresponds to two time-reversed eigenvectors).
Then the substitution (15) gives directly any observable expressed in terms of q’s and p’s.
For instance, remembering to use (13) and for a particular choice of coordinate system and
labeling of points within the unit cell, one finds on the plaquette whose vertices are 0, 3, and
1,
χ031 = s
3 +
3
2
s2 − 1
2
s2
{
|q0 + p3|2 + |p0 − p1|2 + |q1 + q3|2
}
. (20)
alternative solution employing a canonical transformation
An equivalent approach more transparently connected to the standard Holstein-Primakov
treatment (or to that of White et al., 1965, but applied directly to the variables p and q)
begins with the Fourier transform, (17). Then σ˙ = A∂H/∂σ† = 2AMσ, from which16 (16)
again follows. We form the columns of the matrix V from the eigenvectors of T; V−1TV is
diagonal, implying by the equations of motion that V†MV is also diagonal. A few lines of
15 It speeds the numerical calculation to rewrite (16) as 2iM1/2AM1/2y = ωy, where σ =
M−1/2y and M1/2 is chosen to be a Hermitian square root of the Hermitian matrix M (which
we can do when, as for most of this work, M is positive definite). This new eigenvector
equation in y is then Hermitian.
16 The 2 comes from the interdependence of σ and σ†.
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algebra demonstrate furthermore that V†AV is diagonal.17 We can without changing any of
the foregoing normalize and permute the columns of V so that
V−1TV = diag( ω1 ω2 . . . ω8 −ω1 . . .−ω8 )
and V†AV = diag(−i −i . . .−i i . . . i ) ,
(21)
a step that corresponds to finding a set of uncoupled harmonic-oscillator variables with the
masses all set to 1/2 and the spring constants to 2. Now (21) is not the condition required of
a canonical transformation, but V′ = VW, where
W =
1√
2
(
1 i
1 −i
)
(22)
satisfies the symplectic condition,
V′†AV′ = A , (23)
while still diagonalizing M. The transformation
σ = V′σ′ (24)
is therefore canonical, meaning that it preserves all the commutators of p’s and q’s. The
fact that V′ also diagonalizes M lets us write the Hamiltonian H as the sum of uncoupled
oscillators, which we know how to solve.
We now rewrite the original q’s and p’s in terms of the Holstein-Primakov operators a
and a† (e.g., qi(k) = (1/
√
2)(a
†
i (−k)+ai(k)), and then derive a simple expression in terms of
the matrix V′ for the ground-state expectation value (1/2)〈σ∗i σj〉, which we use to evaluate
expressions such as (20). The results of course are identical to those we derived first.
17 We assume all the normal-mode frequencies are distinct. Let vi be an eigenvector of
T. Then Mvi = (1/2)iωiAvi, while v
†
iM = (1/2)iωiv
†
iA (since frequencies are real and
M Hermitian). For two different eigenvectors, v†iMvj = (1/2)iωiv
†
iAvj but also equals
(1/2)iωjv
†
iAvj , implying, since ωi 6= ωj , that V diagonalizes A (and M as well).
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